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About This Game

If there's one thing we know about Emojis, it's that they *checks notes* love to defend against sequential waves of enemies...?
Well, if you say so! ��♀️

Features
�� Nice and simple tower defense gameplay!

�� Six campaigns with lots of levels each!
�� Each level has a different set of emojis and enemies for you to deal with!

�� Collect money to upgrade your emojis!
�� Earn shiny medals if you do well!

Wow!!!!!
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I played Trials HD up until Evolution came out, which I played until Fusion came out. I have a fair amount of experience with
the modern trials games, and have been a supporter of RedLynx for some time. When fusion came out, I beat it, then I took a
break from the Trials franchise, only playing it in a drunken rage with friends. Seven months pass, and I decide to start up
Fusion one evening fo some nostalgic motor bike \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t, and much to my pleasant
surprise, a ton of DLC has been released! So while im in the game, I buy the Season Pass. This is where things start to go wrong.

My heart starts pounding in the anticipation for some brand new tracks. I enter career mode, slide over to the dlc levels, and see
that they're all still locked.

"Well, thats not right," I thought to myself. "Maybe it never downloaded the DLC since I'm still in the game."

So I close the game and check the DLC section of the Steam client, only to find that the DLC has, in fact, been installed.

"Alright, maybe I just needed to restart the game for it to recognise that I bought the DLC."

I start the game up again, head to career mode, slide over to the DLC levels, and see that they're still locked.

"Well what the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665!" I scream at 2 am, waking my parents in the next room.

"Jesus Christ Devon, shut the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 up!" my dad yells.

"You wouldn't understand, Dad. It's not just a game, it's a lifestyle! I NEVER ASKED TO BE BORN!" i retort.

So I start to do some investigating, and find the code for the season pass in my steam profile.

"No, it can't be," I whisper, as to not awaken the wrath of my parents once again. I enter the download section of Trials Fusion
and find a code redemtion screen.

"I can't believe this. I live in the 21st century, and through an all digital purchase, RedLynx is going to make me enter a code?
What madness has this world come to?"

An emptiness starts to consume me. I feel sick, but I must continue forward in the name of new tracks. With the code
redemption screen open, I press tab and shift, the universal keyboard code to summon the almighty steam overlay and view my
code. Only, I can't. The steam overlay won't open in this menu.

"May the Gods, both Old and New, aid me in my hour of need," I pray.

I extend my shaking hand to reach for my phone, and I begin copying down the code. I feel weird and oddly cold now. I return
to the code redemtion screen, and begin manually transferring the code over to the game. A feeling consumes me more and
more with each letter entered. I feel like a heathen, like my Gods have abandoned me. There is no respite, only the
overwhelming emptiness overcomming me during this barbaric ritual. I enter the last letter and press enter. Hoping for this
arduous task to finally be behind me, I almost faint when the game informs me that the code I have entered is invalid.
Apparently, you need to capitalise the letters of the code. A single tear runs down my cheek as I begin again. I press enter once
more and collapse when the success screen pops up. I hold my knees to my chest and begin to cry. Not like a manly cry, more
like a soft whimpering with tears.
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Long story short, the tracks offered in the season pass aren't anything special, save yourself $20 and ten minutes and just stick to
the player created maps.

2\/10 would not buy again.. Im very sorry to say, but DO NOT PURCHASE THIS GAME! I loved it back in the day but
unfortunately this steam copy is riddled with bugs and should not be allowed for sale. I had to tinker with settings to even get it
launching and even looking around the internet for fixes i still cant get it to go 10+ turns (about 10 mins) without crashing.
Hearts were broken <\/3. Great game and great story, one of the best platformers ive played in a long time. Highly
recommended.. Nothing more than a clicker game. One click out of five.. Even writing about this game has me taking deep
breaths trying to keep calm and not flame. If I had to list the purchases I regret the most on Steam, this would probably be
placed very high up on the list.

The developers clearly thought they couldn't mess up RPG and RTS, then learned the hard way that real-time strategy isn't an
easy genre to develop for at all. The game is unfinished to a sometimes hilarious extent, and it ends in a cliffhanger that was
never ever continued because losses were up the roof and the planned trilogy was dropped.

The first few chapters can fool you, but the truth is, there was never any planning done for chapters past four. Usually, you get
swarmed by a horde of enemies right as the chapter starts, a battle in which you lose your pre-deployed army and have to spend
the rest of the mission endlessly microing your hero back and forth trying to get somewhere. "Thousands-strong armies"? For
your enemies, maybe. Not for you.

Speaking of the hero, Elhant is one of the most uncooperative, arrogant♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥I have ever seen in a protagonist role, and
I spent the entire game wishing he'd die a horrible death. Not that I saw half of what you're supposed to see of him, because the
movie cutscenes wouldn't load on my PC. For a while, I went into the game folder to watch them, but then I realized the loading
bug was probably for the best.

And yes, to top it all off, the game is filled with bugs. It's funny when they allow you to kill a boss by shooting them from
behind a wall - I did that several times while I grabbed a snack - but it's not so funny when the AI takes a ridiculous path or the
game simply crashes mid-mission.

Never mind the massive feature list shown on the Steam Store Page, most of it is broken, unfinished, or simply not as good as
you'd expect. Now, I've heard multiplayer used to be rather decent, but as expected from a 2006 game, it is now dead. Do
yourself a favor, do not buy HoAE. There are far, far better strategy games on Steam.. 10/10 best game ever
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New faction should be good boost for the players. i LIKE THIS GAME. Doesn't work on level 22. Only works on Sandbox
mode. Would be great if it works for all levels if you have the DLC. Terrible controls and character response to said controls.
Horribly repetetive gameplay. This game is garbage. The only way I could recommend that somebody play this game is if they
are being paid to do so. Even then it is questionable.. This game looks beautiful and sounds beautiful. The production value is
very high. Sadly that's where the positives end. This feel like a prologue or demo. Just when you think that the game is about to
begin, it ends. I would have loved to play more and that makes me even more sad to not recommend this. 10.99 is simply way
too much for this. If you can get it for under 5$ sure try it out but keep in mind its only 20min long at the most.. I was not sure
of getting this game since I had some credit left and just needed a few dollars to cover the rest of the cost. But after playing it a
while, it seemed like a neat idea. But then it gotten pretty boring. You are extremely limited to what you can actually make in
the game with a very limited about of combinations to make new elements. Plus it is hard as heck to even figure out how to
make sure elements without using hints. I was tempted to use Gamefaqs or youtube videos to find the combinations, but that
would have take the "fun" out of the game. It is almost required to find the combos on the internet to make any progress.

Sadly I only got far enough to get to the artifacts parts and it seems you need the right elements to make them. Not sure if the
game would have gotten better if I found more elements, but I have a slight feeling it would have barely gotten any better.

Plus once you start gathering the elements, you can't really do much with them other then solve future puzzles. I wish you would
have been able to help build your own civilation, help the people futher themselves, maybe do quests or help a person or group
on a epic quest adventure. Sadly you can't do that. I think that would of made the game more fun. Plus it would have helped if
you can make your own fairly custom things like some different technology, creatures, etc, that would have been pretty fun.

So sadly I would not recommend the game. But what I suggest could be a great game that could be started on Kickstarter or
something. If anyone ever gets interested in the idea, let me know and make sure I get credit or something out of it.. Simple, but
a nice little game.. Cuphead is an amazingly designed game. The controls are tight. The boss designs are always great. It's both
super challenging and super rewarding. Plus the visual\/audio aesthetic is so good. I really enjoyed playing through the campaign
co-op. There's still the final bosses I'm yet to face, but I'll have to do that solo.

Cuphead is probably the best run and gun game of the decade. As long as you're up for the challenge, Cuphead is for all intents
and purposes, a masterpiece.. It's a funny game and you really need to be smart with puzzling. The graphics are good but some
levels where very difficult and I had to try it over and over again for 100 times. If you like a puzzling challange then I'd
reccomend you'd grab this game but if you're not a good thinker and want to play quick then I wouldn't reccomend it.

The price compared to the game itself is normal.. fun game!

Map size is big, which adds multiple strategies to the game.
When time goes on, enemies get stronger which changes the difficulty much!

Also the further you come, the more abilities you can use.

Finaly an early access game which is playable and not buggy as hell ;)
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